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550mm x 550mm x 700mm
Steel plate
4pcs AA Alkaline battery

ACS-S5
 Intell igent     Safe   Deposit  Box

The intelligent safe deposit box ACS-S5 belongs to the most 
advanced locker management systems designed for outdoor use. 
With dimensions of 550 mm x 550 mm x 700 mm, the ACS-S5 
provides ample storage space for everyday needs. It allows users 
to lock or unlock the deposit box remotely using the all-in-one 
TTLock application.
This system has been designed to offer users a simple and 
convenient option for remote control and management. 
Unlocking the ACS-S5 deposit box is possible through the 
TTLock application, password, IC card, or eKey. You will 
appreciate its robust steel construction and additional features, 
such as USB port charging, unlocking record monitoring, 
emergency key access, and low power consumption.

PROPERTIES

: Advanced 4-in-1 outdoor high quality safe deposit box. 
: Unlock Methods: Password + App + IC card + Key.
: Large size = Large storage capacity.
: Seamless control through an all-in-one app TTLock.
: Remote unlocking and locking via a single touch or long press. 
: Real-time unlock record tracking for enhanced security.
: Lower power consumption for energy efficiency.
: Battery: 4 AA Alkaline batteries.
: Battery Life: 10,000 normal unlocks.
: USB charging port for emergency power supply.
: Material - Steel plate construction for durability.
: Temperature Range: applicable for -20 to 65 °C.
: Possibility to unlock the express cabinet with the phone via eKey. 
: Share the temporary password to facilitate the delivery.
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SPECIFICATIONS

 Dimension: 
 Material 
Battery: 
Battery life:
USB back up power:         
Lower power consumption:         
Avaible color:
Operating temperature: 
Unlock way:
Type of password: 1.permanent, 2.timed, 3.one-time,

4.recurring, 5 custom




